Riverside Orthodontist, W Daniel Han DDS, MS of Han Orthodontics Honored as a 2014 Top Rated Doctor
The Acclaimed Orthodontist Has Been Selected as One of the Top Rated Doctors and Dentists in Riverside,
CA to be Honored on a Television Commercial Segment
Online PR News â€“ 04-June-2014 â€“ (Riverside, CA) Acclaimed Orthodontist, W Daniel Han DDS, MS has
been selected as one of the top rated dentists in the Riverside region to be featured on a television
commercial segment airing on FOX during the Good Day LA Show - the #1 morning program in Los Angeles.
The commercial segments introduce the best local Doctors and Dentists in the community to promote
healthcare and make the selection process easier for viewers at home.
Doctors and Dentists like W Daniel Han DDS, MS were selected by an independent research team who
determined them to be the regions highest rated healthcare specialist through patient reviews on websites
such as: Web MD, Yelp, Rate MD, Health Grades, Angies List, Droogle and other leading independent
healthcare rating companies.
W Daniel Han DDS, MS, one of the highest rated Orthodontists operates a successful practice, Han
Orthodontics located at 6850 Brockton Ave Ste 103, Riverside, CA 92506. At Han Orthodontics, Dr. W.
Daniel Han, D.D.S., M.S. strives to provide the highest quality of orthodontic care to patients in and around
the Riverside, California area. The office is dedicated to giving each of their patients the beautiful yet natural
smile they deserve. Patients can expect excellence and affordability. The goal of the office is to educate the
patients as well as encourage them to maintain their beautiful smiles.
Â
Dr. Han is very passionate about orthodontics and his patience and care is exhibited clearly in the way he
takes time to explain the diagnosis and treatment plan of each and every patient. He believes in giving
patients the best chance at lifes opportunities and beautiful smiles go a long way.
Â
In addition to an overwhelming amount of favorable feedback and reviews from his patients, W Daniel Han
DDS, MS has been awarded over the years with several top achievement awards such as: Graduating
Summa Cum Laude from UCLA School of Dentistry, Omicron Kappa Upsilon Honors Fraternity and the
Inland Empire - Best Dentist/Orthodontist.
Â
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